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This demonstration is about a prototype of a new digitally aug-
mented book for children, using sensors to allow continuoususer
interaction and to generate (not justplay back) sounds in real time.
During the demonstration the user will experience the book,intu-
itively modifying and controlling the sound generation process.
1. INTRODUCTION
Current commercial interactive books for children are veryoften
similar to conventional colored stories with the addition of s me
pre-recorded sounds which can be triggered by the reader. The
limitations of these books are evident: the sounds available re
limited in number and diversity and they are played using a dis-
crete control (typically a button). This means that sounds are irri-
tating rather than being a stimulus to interact with the toy-b ok or
allowing for learning by interaction.
Pull-the-tab and lift-the-flap books play a central role in the
education and entertainment of most children all over the world.
Most of these books are inherently cross-cultural and highly rele-
vant in diverse social contexts. For instance, Lucy Cousins, the
acclaimed creator of Maisy (Pina in Italy), has currently more
than twelve million books in print in many different languages.
Through these books, small children learn to name objects and
characters, they understand the relations between objects, and de-
velop a sense of causality by direct manipulation [1] [2] andfeed-
back. The importance of sound as a powerful medium has been
largely recognized and there are books on the market that repro-
duce prerecorded sounds upon pushing certain buttons or touch-
ing certain areas. However, such triggered sounds are extremely
unnatural, repetitive, and annoying. The key for a successful ex-
ploitation of sounds in books is to have models that respond c-
tinuously to continuous action, just in the same way as the children
do when manipulating rattles or other physical sounding objects.
In other words, books have to become an embodied interface [3]
in all respects, including sound.
2. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In recent years, the European project “The Sounding Object”1 was
entirely devoted to the design, development, and evaluation of
sound models based on a cartoon description of physical phenom-
ena. In these models the salient features of sounding objects are
represented by variables whose interpretation is straightforward
because based on physical properties. As a result, the models can
1http://www.soundobject.org
be easily embedded into artefacts and their variables coupled with
sensors without the need of complex mapping strategies.
Pop-up and lift-the-flap books for children were indicated as
ideal applications for sounding objects [4], as interaction with these
books is direct, physical, and essentially continuous. Even though
a few interactive plates were prototyped and demonstrated,in-
depth exploitation of continuous interactive sounds in children books
remains to be done.
Everyday sounds can be very useful because of the familiar
control metaphor: no explanation nor learning is necessary[5].
Moreover, it is clear that the continuous audio feedback affects
the quality of the interaction and that the user makes continuous
use of the information provided by sounds to adopt a more precise
behavior: the continuously varying sound of a car engine tells us
when we have to shift gears. In this perspective sound is the key
for paradigmatic shifts in consumer products. In the same way as
spatial audio has become the characterizing ingredient forhome
theatres (as opposed to traditional TV-sets), continuous interac-
tive sounds will become the skeleton of electronically-augmented
children books of the future. The book-prototype is designed as a
set of scenarios where narration develops through sonic narratives,
and where exploration is stimulated through continuous interac-
tion and auditory feedback. Through the development of the book,
the class of models of sounding objects has been deeply used and
verified2. The physical models of impacts and friction have been
used to synthesize a variety of sounds: the steps of a walkingchar-
acter, the noise of a fly, the engine of a motor bike, the sound of an
inflatable ball, etc.
3. SCENARIOS DESIGN
The integration and combination of the sound models available
from the Sounding Object project in an engaging tale has been
studied. The first step was to create demonstration examplesof
interaction using different kinds of sensors and algorithms. Dur-
ing this phase the most effective interactions (i.e. easierto learn
and most natural) have been chosen, and several different scar-
ios were prepared with the goal of integrating them in a common
story. The scenarios use embedded sensors, which are connected
to theWiring I/O board3. Data is sent to the main computer via
USB from sensors and the sound part is synthesized using custom
designed Pure Data (PD)4 patches. These PD patches implement
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pacts, bubbles, etc. and the data coming from sensors is usedto
control the sound object model in real time. In the followingsub-
sections a scenario will be described.
3.1. Steps
One of the first scenarios that has been implemented is the steps
scenario that shows a rural landscape with a road full of snow. An
embedded slider allows the user to move the main character along
the road, and all movement data is sent to the computer, wheret
velocity of the character is calculated and a sound of footsteps is
synthesized in real-time.
Figure 1: The user is looking at the scene, identifies the moving
part and tries to move the character generating sound
When opening this page of the book, the user has to discover
a number of things:
• What should I move to make something happen?(mh, what
should I do? mh, there is this little think coming out from
the page, maybe I should move it!)
• What is the character doing in this part of the story? how
should I move this ’interaction’ point? (yes, Lucy seems to
walk, so maybe I should move this little thing: also Lucy is
moving whit it! it makes her walking through the road!)
• Now that it is sounding, what kind of sound is it produced?
what kind of information do I get from the sound? (yes, and
now that I moved her, I can also hear her steps! oh, hear
the sound steps, oh yes there is the snow on the road!)
• How many different sounds can I produce? (look, the sound
is always different!)
• How is the sound changing according to my gesture?h y,
if I move faster Lucy, also her steps sounds faster!)
It is quite clear that just by adding a new feedback (the au-
dio one) and many different points of interaction, we solicit the
imagination of the user and we engage him in a complex learning
process which, by the way, can also be perceived as a funny game.
In this particular scenario the timing, distance, and forceof the
sound of each step is modified as a function of the control velocity
of the impact model. Fig. 1 shows a preliminary sketch, whilefig.
3 shows the final prototype with the embodied sensor.
Figure 2: Interaction through slider: the footsteps scenario proto-
type
4. INTERACTIVE DEMONSTRATION
During the demonstration we will show a prototype of the inter-
active book: the public will be allowed to use the book, learn-
ing by doing the kind of interaction suggested by the tale to the
child/user. The steps scenario is just one of the examples ofinter-
action that are developed through the story. The book is madeby 6
main scenes, each of them characterized by a different interaction
point, a different sound feedback and a different control gestur .
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of each scenario i
terms of context, point of interaction, synthesis model used, ev-
eryday sound produced, sensor embedded in the page and gesture
required to interact.
Scene Sound Sound Sensor Gesture
model feedback
the steps impact steps slider linear
the fly friction buzz magnet erratic
inflating a ball friction air fsr pushing
the motor bike impact engine potentiom. rotatory
swimming impact bubbles fsr linear
drinking impact pouring fsr pulling
Table 1: Scenarios characteristics: sound model used, everyday
sound feedback produced, embedded sensors and gesture requi d
Each scenario is characterized by a specific pd patch: while
using always the same physical model according to the neededev-
eryday sound different parameters are controlled in real time or
set by default to a given value (according to size and/or material,
force with which the user interacts, etc.). Each patch is automa -
ically muted after some time (3 sec) if the user is not interacting
with the sensor. Fig.3 shows a typical pd environment, in particu-
lar the main parts of the steps scenario patch are pointed out. At
the moment all the sound synthesis is done by a computer which
is connected to the wiring board by a USB cable; the next step of
this work will involved a programmed DSP in order to create an
object which is completely independent from a computer.
4.1. Equipment
The book consists of embedded sensors, aWiring 5 I/O board to
which all sensors are connected, and the physical book-object. A
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Figure 3: Snapshot of the pd patch of the steps scenario
board has been used in this case just to keep the sensors value
which control the physical parameters of the sound synthesis en-
gine. A more interesting way to use the board is with actuators: we
can imagine scenarios where we have more than just one point of
interaction, and where actuators are used to create changesin the
physical world (light, movement, temperature, etc.) according to
the scenario that is explored by the user, making possible tocreate
all kinds of interactive artifacts.
4.2. Space
For the demonstration we need a couple of loudspeakers and a
small table where we will place our laptop and book prototype.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The demonstration will show a new use of sounds in interactive
book for children using sound models based on a cartoon descrip-
tion of physical phenomena.
The final outcome of this work is a lift-the-flap scenario for
a book for children, augmented by sounds that respond continu-
ously and consistently to control gestures. The sample scenarios
shown in the demonstration will show the effectiveness of sound
as an engaging form of feedback, and the feasibility of real–time
physics–based models of everyday sounds in embedded system.
As a concluding remark, we highlight the fact that all the sce-
narios that will be presented in the demonstration have beenim-
plemented by using two sound models only (impact and friction)
even though the sounds are remarkably different from each other.
Authorship
The conception and realization of an early prototype of a sound-
augmented book were carried on by the second author as part ofthe
Sounding Object project6. Later on, students Damiano Battaglia
(Univ. of Verona) and Josep Villadomat Arro (Univ. Pompeu
Fabra, Barcelona, visiting Verona in 2004) realized the sketches
that are described in this paper as part of graduation projects, un-
der the guidance of the authors. At the moment, the first author
is pursuing her PhD on fundamental issues in sound-mediatedin-
teraction, such as causality and Fitts’ Law, and she is looking at
children books as a possible application scenario.
6http://www.soundobject.org
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